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Construction ADVISORY

What Proof Is Necessary to Validate a Subcontractor Back Charge? 
Across the board, there are not a lot of court decisions that get into the details of many of the typical problems 
that are seen on a troubled construction project.  That is, where are the cases that deal with a general 
contractor’s right to assess cleanup costs against its subcontractors, how a general contractor legitimately 
deals with the costs of repair to the work in place when it is difficult to determine which subcontractor caused 
the damage or, alternatively, what evidence does a contractor need to present to enable it to back charge a 
contractor?  These are fairly minor issues in the context of a larger construction claim, but nevertheless, they 
seem to come up on most projects that go to claim.

The Court of Appeals decision in Great Western Drywall v. Roel Construction, 166 Cal.App.4th 761 (2008) is 
one of those unusual cases where the court rolled up its sleeves and delved into these thorny issues.  Although 
the main issue in the case (and the officially reported portion) was whether the general contractor’s “tort” 
claims for defective work could be applied as an offset to the subcontractor’s breach of contract damages 
to prevent the subcontractor from recovering prejudgment interest (the court answered the question in the 
affirmative), the balance of the case (in the unreported portion of the decision) dealt with the legitimacy of 
Roel Construction’s back charges.

Great Western involved the construction of the Renaissance Marina Condominium project, a 218 unit condo 
complex located in San Diego, California.  Great Western, the drywall subcontractor, sued Roel for its 
subcontract balance and for unapproved change orders.  Roel filed a counterclaim for breach of contract and 
negligence, alleging that Great Western’s work was defective and that it damaged a significant amount of 
work in place, requiring repairs by other trades.  After a bench trial, the court found that Roel had breached 
its contract with Great Western by failing to pay Great Western its subcontract balance and awarded Great 
Western prejudgment interest on that claim.  The court also found in favor of Roel’s defective work claims and 
the back charges it had assessed against Great Western, which were essentially equivalent to the subcontract 
balance claim of Great Western.  Both parties appealed. 

As indicated above, the Court of Appeals found that Roel’s defective work claim, whether sounding in contract 
or tort, could be offset against Great Western’s breach of contract award.  It also found that, because the 
value of that claim was greater than Great Western’s breach of contract damages, Great Western was not 
entitled to any prejudgment interest.

The court then went on to examine the various back charges assessed against Great Western, the first 
of which was a back charge for jobsite cleanup.  Apparently, in addition to assessing subcontractors with 
specific cleanup back charges, Roel did what many general contractors do: because none of the subs were 
doing their cleanup, Roel assessed job site cleanup costs based upon each subcontractor’s manpower for 
a given period of time.  Roel argued that this was the only fair way to divide up the costs because several 
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subcontractors contributed to this problem, and it would be impossible for it to ascertain the cleanup costs that 
were attributable to a specific subcontractor on an $80 million project with over 100 subcontractors. Roel also 
argued that Great Western waived its right to challenge these back charges because Roel’s project manager 
announced his intention to issue such a back charge at a weekly subcontractor meeting and Great Western 
never objected to his warning.

The Court of Appeals rejected this argument and found that these pro rata back charges were not permitted.  
It held that, while the terms of Roel’s subcontract permitted it to back charge a subcontractor for failing to 
perform jobsite cleanup, Great Western’s subcontract did not allow Roel to assess back charges “unconnected 
to subcontractor fault.” The court also noted that Roel had previously assessed cleanup back charges only 
against Great Western — thereby undermining Roel’s argument that it was not possible to establish a 
subcontractor’s individual responsibility for cleanup costs. 

The Court of Appeals also rejected Roel’s argument that Great Western’s silence in the face of the warning 
that the subcontractors would be assessed these kind of back charges did not amount to a waiver of its 
contractual right that tied its responsibility to pay on proof of its conduct.  Therefore, the Court of Appeals 
overturned the trial court’s award of these cleanup costs.

The other interesting portion of the case dealt with back charges assessed against Great Western for damage 
caused by its workers to 1) drywall and 2) glass panels.

With respect to the drywall damage, the painting subcontractor testified that the drywall crews caused dings and 
scrapes to the drywall “throughout the project,” which required drywall repair and repainting.  Great Western 
pointed to testimony from the same subcontractor who acknowledged that there was vandalism to the project and 
that he could not exactly quantify the number of hours of repainting that was attributable to Great Western.

However, the Court of Appeals held that this evidence was sufficient to support this back charge. It noted that, 
while it was Roel’s obligation to establish the fact of damage with certainty, it was not required to calculate 
the amount of damage with certainty.  While the court acknowledged that Roel’s “showing could have been 
stronger,” it noted that Great Western admitted it had damaged drywall and focused on the painter’s testimony, 
which established that Great Western was the main culprit.

The Court of Appeals also upheld the back charge for replacement of the damaged glass panels. The court 
pointed to testimony from the glass subcontractor, who testified that plaster overspray on the glass and 
subsequent efforts by the drywall subcontractor to clean the glass caused the scratches, thereby requiring 
replacement of the panels.  Great Western admitted that it had some responsibility but argued that a number 
of other parties had scratched the glass.  The Court of Appeals rejected this argument because Great Western 
did not come forward with affirmative evidence of damage caused by another party.

Thus, while the court in Great Western was not willing to validate back charges without some proof of fault, 
it was willing to validate a general contractor’s back charge if the general contractor could tie the fact of 
damage to a subcontractor, even if the proof of damages was less than conclusive.  Of course, the more 
that you can prove that a subcontractor had responsibility for damage to existing work or for a messy jobsite,  
the more forgiving a court or arbitrator will be in awarding you your claimed damages. 

Although the court’s discussion of the general contractor’s ability to back charge its subcontractors is found 
in the unreported portion of the case, the court’s discussion provides guidance for general contractors who 
often struggle in determining whether a particular back charge should be upheld.
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If you would like to receive future Construction Advisories electronically, please forward your 
contact information including e-mail address to construction.advisory@alston.com. Be sure 
to put “subscribe” in the subject line.
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Construction group.
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